1978 trans am dash

Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and
continued support. Product This is a high quality reproduction of the printed circuit for the back
of the instrument cluster assembly. Meticulously manufactured to exact factory specifications,
each printed circuit will replace the original View Product Details. Product F When installing an
original style radio in your Firebird? We offer these quality reproduction radio bezels for all
Firebird Product ABP. All American Billet universal billet aluminum dash knobs. These knobs
are precision machined from T6 billet aluminum and feature a polished finish. Set screw
included. Product ABS. These knobs are precision machined from T6 billet aluminum and
feature a durable black anodized finish with polished accents. Set screw Product ABB. These
knobs are precision engineered from T6 billet aluminum and feature a black anodized finish.
Product AB These knobs are precision engineered from T6 billet aluminum and feature a
machined finish. Product AMM. Auto Meter Sport Comp gauges feature the trademarked
competition appearance and rugged, reliable performance of a satin anodized Super Bezel with
black dials with white numbers and increments, bright orange pointers and Product AMJ.
AutoMeter Sport Comp gauges feature the trademarked competition appearance and rugged
reliable performance that AutoMeter gauges are known for. Housed within a satin anodized
Super Bezel, black dials with white numbers and Ultra-Lite gauges are the hottest instruments
in motorsports. All Ultra-Lite gauges feature aluminum construction that greatly reduces weight
while satin anodized Super Bezels and dials with black numbering and increments Product AM
Auto Meter Carbon Fiber gauges give your interior the complete look of rapid acceleration even
when the car isn? The clean, racy look of a crisp anodized aluminum bezel, an actual carbon
fiber dial face, silver AutoMeter Phantom gauges are race quality mechanisms featuring a subtle
black bezel with stark white dials, bright orange pointers and perimeter incandescent lighting
that make this extensive high performance line easy to Auto Meter Phantom gauges are
race-quality mechanisms featuring a subtle black bezel with stark white dials, bright orange
pointers and perimeter incandescent lighting that makes this extensive, high-performance line
of Auto Meter Phantom gauges are race quality mechanisms featuring a subtle black bezel with
stark white dials, bright orange pointers and perimeter incandescent lighting that make this
extensive high performance line easy to AutoMeter Ultra Lite II gauges feature satin anodized
Super Bezels and dials with black numbering and increments, white "through-the-dial" patented
LED lighting technology and glowing red pointers for superior visibility Auto Meter Ultra Lite II
gauges feature satin anodized Super Bezels and dials with black numbering and increments,
white "through-the-dial" patented LED lighting technology and glowing red pointers for superior
visibility These gauges feature satin anodized Super Bezels and feature white gauge faces with
black numbering and increment markers accented by a Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select
Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Auto Meter
Sport Comp Series 6. Ultra-Lite 7. Hg Electronic Vacuum Gauge. Hg Mechanical Vacuum Gauge.
All Categories Dash Components. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to
have problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours. Gary Miller
decided to give himself a do-over when it came to buying a new Trans Am. And for the past 40
years, the Manitowoc, Wis. I picked it up in April. I remember it was raining â€¦ by the time I got
home to the farm there were 6 inches of snow on the ground. I wrecked my brand new Trans
Am. He has coddled and babied it since the day it came home four decades and 25, miles ago.
The beautiful blue coupe still looks new inside and out. Then it came to a point where, hey, it
would be cool if I could keep it below miles a year. Some years I drove it miles, some years I
drove it 5. But I did drive itâ€¦ I just turned 25, miles on it Sunday. For a while, yeah [I was
obsessed about it]. Miller had no such high-speed shenanigans in mind when he got his second
Trans Am safely home. I bought it from a little garage in St. Nazianz [Wis. The base Firebird,
Formula Firebird and Esprit rounded out the lineup. The appearance of the Firebird and Trans
Am was similar to , with rectangular quad headlamps and a dark grille. Wide three-row taillamps
had backup lights at the inner ends, close to the license plate. Taillamp ribs filled most of the
back panel. Small changes were seen, including a couple of new engine options, redesigned
seats and an expanded list of extra-cost items with some midyear additions. The base engine
was the 3. Formulas had a new cid 5. A new optional 6. The lbs. Taken together, the hotter 6. It
did 0 to mph in A better representation of stock Trans Am performance was found in the spring
issue of Road Test magazine. The testers recorded a 7. Firebirds had Endura bumpers, small
hubcaps and bucket seats were standard. Esprits added wheel covers, sport mirrors, bright
hood and wheel opening moldings and custom pedal trim. The blue Sky Bird option also
returned. Automatic transmission was standard on Formulas and Trans Ams, but the Formula
could have a four-speed manual at no extra cost. I actually ordered it without a radio, but I did
get the antenna in the windshield because there is a place in town that had some nice radios
and CB units, and I had them install it. I got a channel CB unit, 8-track tape player, FM stereo,

and I had them put a power antenna in he back. If you had a power antenna from Pontiac, they
would put in on the front quarter panel. All the seals are original. The exhaust is all original
except the mufflers. I even had the original tires on it until about five years ago, and they
actually were still pretty good when I took them off. That might be the main reason. Miller insists
he is eventually going to rack up some serious miles behind the wheel of his coveted Poncho
â€” maybe head down for a beer in Texarkana or a Diablo sandwich and Dr. Pepper on the way
to Atlanta. Email us at oldcars a immedia. Old Cars. Old Trucks. Reader Wheels. Old Car Eras.
Car Of The Week. Auction News. Car of the Week. By Angelo Van Bogart. By Old Cars Weekly.
By Kit Foster. Hobby News. Car Show News. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number
given below only. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. The seller is away until Mar 03, If you buy this item, expect
a delay in shipping. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel.
Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge.
Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new
window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information musclepartsbyrich Contact
seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check
out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update
immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. May
not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details.
Item location:. Spencer, New York, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. See payment information. Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens
in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation
tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained
in this table have been provided by musclepartsbyrich. Item specifics Condition: Used Brand:
gm general motors chevy chevrolet. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a
shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request
shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1.
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time.
Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but
item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment
details. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not
available Photos not available for this variation. Change country: -Select- United States There
are 1 items available. This car has highway gears 2. It now has Trans Am flares, hood, scoop,
side vents, rear spoiler and decals. Up for sale now is this custom Ford Fairmont Futura. This
uniquely-customized Futura is a real sleeper, and it looks sharp, too. With its contrasting red
paint and white split-vinyl roof, combined with its white and red interior Purchased in Alabama
from a Corvette collector who also purchased it from a collector. This car is 1 of produced Blue
velour bucket seats, door panels, headliner, carpet, console, dash instrumentation. One year
only color. Ice cold A51 air conditioning And as you dig into the history, don't forget to check
Did I say T-Tops??????? Honeycomb wheels, nice red color, red interior. Records indicate this
to be a 3-owner vehicle with the original owner to Paint is clean and decals are One of a kind!!!!!

It has a with a turbo trans. It also has a alarm with remote start. The frame has been notched
and boxed to fit the 26' Irocs. With gorgeous two-tone paint, a beautiful black leather interior,
and an upgraded under the hood, its a great So when Chevy dealers started looking for a way to
bump sales of the El Camino, well, black and gold was already an Purchased in Alabama from a
Corvette collector who also purchased And as you dig In the late 70's most cars took a dive in
the appearance department, but certainly not the Pontiac Trans Am. One of the most iconic
movie cars of all time, Bandit, made this body style Trans Am popular with everyone who saw it
on For sale is this strong running Pontiac trans - am with auto-matic transmission,T-top,6. Car
is straight and glass is good with no brakes or cracks. Interior does need Sort By. Date recent
Price highest first Price lowest first. Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On
page 20 40 Mundelein, IL. Make offer. Plymouth, MI. Wilson, OK. Mesa, AZ. La Mirada, CA.
Cadillac, MI. Atascocita, TX. Location: Atascocita, TX Transmission: manual. Spokane, WA.
Location: Spokane, WA 0. Other Models. Please expect shipping and customer service delays.
We appreciate your patience and continued support. Product This is a high quality reproduction
of the printed circuit for the back of the instrument cluster assembly. Meticulously
manufactured to exact factory specifications, each printed circuit will replace the original View
Product Details. Product F When installing an original style radio in your Firebird? We offer
these quality reproduction radio bezels for all Firebird Reproduction of the original Casco type
cigarette lighter assembly designed for use on various GM models. Includes the cigarette lighter
knob and element and features the correct screen printed lit cigarette icon on Reproduction of
the original Casco type cigarette lighter assembly for a variety of Chevrolet, Pontiac, GMC and
Oldsmobile models equipped with a 1" Casco style receiver. Includes the correct reproduction
knob and Product K These clips allow the liner to be aligned and attached in place with
mounting Add an additional 12V power outlet to your vehicle with a universal fit 12 volt power
outlet assembly with cover. The plastic cover prevents dirt and moisture from entering the
socket. This dependable source of 12V power, These clips allow the liner to be attached in place
with mounting screws sold separately. Universal fit Casco type cigarette lighter assembly
designed for a variety of models. Designed as a universal fit item. Will fit virtually any Casco
Reproduction Casco style 1" lighter element without knob to fit a wide variety of vehicles.
Replaces Mopar part element. Correct element to repair GM part 's , Replacing the old or worn
out lighter Replacing the old or worn out lighter element can allow your lighter to work again!
Reproduction lighter receiver for a variety of GM and Mopar vehicles originally equipped with
the Casco style cigarette lighters. The lighter receiver is mounted in the dash, which the knob
and element are inserted into. Reproduction of the cigarette lighter knob for use with Casco
type element for Camaro and other GM models equipped with the Casco style lighter. Includes
the lighter knob without the element. Features the correct injection molded knob with leather
grain and flame icon design on face. Element is available separately. Note: Will not work with
Rochester style lighter element. Reproduction of the Casco type cigarette lighter knob for
Camaro and other GM models equipped with the Casco style lighter. Includes the knob only.
Features the correct injection molded knob with leather grain and circular chrome accent
design on face. Can also be used as a universal fit knob for any Casco lighter element.
Reproduction of the original hazard knob set found on a wide variety of GM models. Each set
includes a knob, release collar, tension spring, and screw. Manufactured in black injection
molded ABS, the release collar Product A. Correct reproduction Rochester cigarette lighter with
knob for various GM vehicles. Designed to fit the rochester lighter housings in the dash on
some vehicles, and in the rear seat arm rest in other vehicles Reproduction of the original
lighter housing receiver fits a wide variety of vehicles that came equipped with Casco style
cigarette lighters with 1" tall element. The lighter housing is mounted in the dash, and in most
GM Product MG Eliminate tach signal noise and surges caused by your ignition system with
this compact and easy-to-install tachometer filter. This filter installs between the tachometer
and the signal source and modifies the signal for Correct reproduction of the original cigarette
lighter heating element designed for various GM models and other classic vehicle models from
with Rochester lighters. This element will replace the non-working original Includes a complete
set of correct mounting screws required to install the inner dash glove box assembly on the
vehicles listed below. You'll get the original style screws for a detailed appearance. Each set
includes Reproduction volt gauge for Firebird models with optional Rally Gauges. Features
correct markings and comes calibrated and ready to install. Reproduction glove box door arm
rubber bumper. This bumper was installed on the glove box door arm on various GM models.
Manufactured from rubber as original, this stopper prevents rattling of the glove box door. This
is the blade-type Rochester cigarette lighter housing assembly. Applications GM Truck models
with blade type rochester lighters. OER reproduction of the original instrument panel assist
handle bezels for use on all Firebird models. Available in black only. Installs between grab

handle and dash panel. It features the correct markings, brake light lens, seat belt warning lens
and high beam indicator lens. Is your cigarette lighter missing? We found it! This is a
reproduction of the cigarette lighter that came on all Firebird and Trans Am models. Comes with
the lighting element and knob. The knob has the correct flame OER reproduction of the original
instrument panel assist handle for use on all Firebird models. Installs above the glove box area.
Allows passenger to grab handle when needed. Officially licensed GM Restoration
Reproduction lighter knob bezel for Firebird models. This bezel mounts to the lighter case at the
dash face. Manufactured in correct black finish. This outstanding OER reproduction of the
Rochester lighter housing for Firebird models secures the lighter housing to the dash panel.
This retainer also features the cigarette lighter lamp housing. Fits: Product A Eliminate the
rattling and looseness of the glove box door by simply replacing worn out or missing rubber
stoppers with these high quality reproductions. They install easily, are inexpensive and do
wonders for the fit and Reproduction of the original injection-molded inner glove box designed
for use on all Firebird models. Each glove box features the correct grain texture and is designed
to fit both Air Conditioned and non air Reproduction headlight switch bezel for Firebird models.
This bezel mounts behind the knob at the dash face. Firebird models that were equipped with
optional Rally Gauges also included this tachometer and clock combination. This reproduction
unit includes an rpm tachometer with rpm redline and a quartz movement clock. Renew the look
of a second generation Firebird's dash with this quality 2 piece lens set. Each lens is
manufactured with correct materials enhancing the visibility of the dash gauges. Read the
gauges clearly again with this Includes 2 knobs and 2 retaining nuts. Note: This replacement
part may differ slightly from the original cosmetically. A metri c and a Comes calibrated and
ready to install. Cosmetically correct for models but will work on models. This knob features the
correct chrome and black finish and the word? Reproduction of the lower steering column
cover which installs under the steering column and acts as a trim piece to finish off the bottom
section of the dash. This injection-molded panel is for use on all Firebird Reproduction
headlight switch knob for Firebird models. This knob features the correct chrome and black
finish. This is a reproduction speedometer driven gear, identified by both its tooth count and
color. Replace your worn out, stripped or damaged original gear or simply use a different gear
for speedometer correction when changing This injection molded panel is for us on Firebird
models Reproduction of the original glove box door assembly with factory air conditioning
including the outer injection molded glove box door and the steel stamped backing including
OEM style cup holder. Includes correct opening for Reproduction of the original padded dash
designed for use on all Firebird and Trans Am models. Each dash pad features an ABS molded
backing with injection molded urethane material in the correct grain. Every detail Product CX
Each socket is manufactured injection molded ABS replicating the Reproduction of the original
headlight switch mounting nut designed for use on various Pontiac vehicles from including
Firebird models. This nut is designed to mount the light switch to the dash assembly Located
below glove box and steering column and considered an adjustable lap vent. This reproduction
Reproduction of the original glove box door assembly without AC including the outer injection
molded glove box door and the steel stamped backing including OEM style cup holder. Also
includes built in mounting hinge for a Reproduction of the original console map pocket
designed for use on Pontiac Firebird models. Each glove box map pocket is manufactured in
quality injection molded ABS for durability and authenticity. Installs and Replacement bulb for a
variety of applications. Choose the correct bulb by matching the number on the base of your
original bulb. Individual applications may vary depending on vehicle model and year. Close
Notification. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. View As:
Grid Detail. Glove Box Insert Clip. Glove Box Door Arm Bumper. Reproduction lighter knob
bezel retainer for Firebird models. Fiber Optic Ash Tray Socket. Red 37 Teeth Speedometer
Gear. Instrument cluster lamp bayonet style sockets for general use from All Categories Dash
Components. Exhaust Exhaust Manifold Hardware 7. General Information. If you continue to
have problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours. Facebook
YouTube Instagram Twitter. Jason Tessler. Dash Pad Restoration. Here are just a few things
that we did to restore this dash back to newâ€¦. Only a small list of things that Just Dashes is
able to do. Center Console Restoration. After attempting to do it himself, Mike turned to the
experts at Just Dashes to help with a modification fit for the highest end racer. Adding three
extra gauge pods to the center of the dash will allow the driver to easily monitor the action
under the hood. Assembly Restoration , Dash Pad Restoration. Just Dashes restored the dash
pad and all the gauges of this classic! And detailed all the smaller parts. All of Just Dashes
restored parts are put through an extensive vinyl dying process, so the customer can get
whatever custom color they desire. Right Hand Conversion. The bezel is made custom from
machine turned metal sheet like the original bezels, and all you need to do is install all your

fixings locksmithspros. Please call for pricing and availability, we ship internationally! Blog
Archives. Here are just a few things that we did to restore this dash back to newâ€¦ Re-foamed
and Thermal Vacuum Formed a new skin of vinyl on the dash pad Thermal Vacuum Formed a
thin skin of vinyl around the hard plastic glove box door Rebuilt and Calibrated all the gauges.
Replaced the instrument bezel and vents with quality reproductions. This Bonneville was
restored back to full form and with all new wood grain. Their award winning vinyl parts
restorations appear in many national points champions and magazine project vehicles.
Refurbish your vehicle's interior with a new stylish upgrade that installs in minutes and lasts a
lifetime. Made of ABS plastic, this dash board cover will not crack or split even Fits over the
factory dashboard Designed specifically for your vehicle. Finish: Black. Size: Full. Material:
Plastic. Put your vehicle back in top shape and replace your chipped, scratched, dinged, or
otherwise damaged auto body parts with the high Expertly crafted from premium materials
Designed to match rigorous quality standards. OER reproduction of the original type deluxe
door grab handle. Will replace cracked or missing originals and will install using existing
mounting bezels Designed as an authentic quality restoration Virtually indistinguishable from
OE. OER Authorized reproduction dash instrument bezel. Installs onto the instrument cluster
housing and surrounds the speedometer or gauge cluster. Manufactured in correct With Single
Opening. The finish is superb and face comes already painted in black. This top-grade product
is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a fusion of Improved
design for unrivaled performance Proven to deliver excellent resistance to wear and tear.
Includes 2 knobs and 2 retaining nuts. This replacement part may differ slightly from the
original cosmetically. A metric and a standard nut Finish: Chrome. Everyone oohs and aahs
over the paint and chrome on a freshly restored car, and of course everyone wants to check out
the monster under the Get your vehicle's interior back to like-new condition with premium
interior parts by AMD! The restoration experts at Auto When choosing a parts supplier, choose
the name that means quality, Original Equipment Reproduction. Each product is designed and
manufactured to duplicate the original part as Factory original quality for less Direct fit
replacement. Fasten in place with the hardware provided. Cover the empty hole left in the dash
after a stereo is removed with this cover. The plate can additionally be drilled Finish: Natural.
Size: 6. Material: Aluminum. Dash vent shape: Rectangular. Designed utilizing the latest
technology, this product features premium quality and will Designed utilizing the latest
technology, this product features premium quality and will perform better than advertised.
Perfect for your vehicle and Perfect for Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product
features premium quality and Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product features
Two-piece louver kit with one piece measuring 4. Size: 4. Dash vent shape: Round. Finish:
Silver. Material: Steel. Package Type: Card. This premium product is the best way to go for
those looking for the highest quality Manufactured from durable plastic Easy to install. This
product is made of high-quality materials to serve you for years to come. Designed using
state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind, this product will last a lifetime Made to
provide unequaled quality and reliability Truly unique look and feel. Without Grooves. Designed
using state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind, this product Instead of replacing
the entire vent, just replace the vent tab. It is Designed to fit the side vents of your vehicle
Constructed from durable material. OE Style. Some other restoration sheet metal companies
may carry popular panels like hoods, fenders and quarter panels, but far too often they come up
empty when you need Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product by ISSPRO features
premium quality and will perform better than Designed to deliver trouble-free, consistent
performance Right for your vehicle and lifestyle. It is what it is, perfect if you need the set knobs
for a old car clock. Not sure if the original fits like this as it has been a while since any of my
cars had a clock but seems to be some axial play after the collar nut is fully seated, it leaves the
knob feeling loose particularly after pulling out on the clock stem to adjust the time. Related
Searches. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience
and continued support. Product Each dash pad is manufactured in injection molded urethane
material that replicates the original appearance while View Product Details. Each dash pad is
manufactured in modern urethane materials to OEM specifications. Features correct grain and
proper seam stitching Features correct grain and proper seam Product K Each dash pad is
manufactured in injection molded urethane process that replicates the Product W. Each vinyl
wrapped dash pad features a Madrid grain vinyl vacuum formed over a foam core center with a
rigid Manufactured to correct factory specifications using modern molded urethane Dash pads
are manufactured to replicate the original appearance and design using modern urethane
materials OEM style reproduction of the original dash pad designed for use on Chevelle and El
Camino models. Each dash features a Madrid grain vinyl vacuum formed over a foam core
center with a rigid back allowing the dash pad Each vinyl wrapped dash pad features a Madrid

grain vinyl vacuum formed over a foam core center with a rigid back Product W For enthusiasts
that want a more original appearance when replacing the dash pad, this ones for you! What's
unique Features Madrid Each dash pad is manufactured in modern urethane materials to OEM
specifications Product X. Take advantage
mitsubishi outlander sport 2008
astra 777 wiring diagram
ford 3910 tractor parts diagram
of our low discounted pricing on these while supplies last! Dash pads are manufactured to
replicate the original appearance and design using modern urethane Formed from high-quality
Formed from high-quality materials and vinyl Manufactured using original Ford tooling to
factory specifications, featuring correct contours, and proper style grain. Manufactured to
original configuration featuring authentic grain and factory style contours for proper fit and
appearance in an economical replacement urethane dash pad. Manufactured to factory
specifications from molded urethane for an original fit and appearance. Features correct style
grain texture and factory style color Close Notification. Select Year All Years Select Make All
Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Literature, Multimedia Literature,
Multimedia Literature 4. General Information. If you continue to have problems with this form,
please contact us during normal business hours. Facebook YouTube Instagram Twitter.

